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Abstract: In order to improve the output response and robustness of the lane keeping controller
for the electric vehicle driven by four wheels independently (EV-DFWI), the article proposes a lane
keeping controller based on the non-smooth finite-time (NoS-FT) control method. Firstly, a lane
keeping control (LKC) model was built for the EV-DFWI. Secondly, a tracking method and error
weight superposition method to track error computing for the lane keeping control based on the
LKC model are proposed according to the lane line information. Thirdly, a NoS-FT controller was
constructed for lane keeping. It is proved that the NoS-FT controller can stabilize the system by
the direct Lyapunov method. Finally, the simulations were carried out to verify that the NoS-FT
controller can keep the vehicle running in the desired lane with the straight road, constant curvature
road, varied curvature road, and S-bend road. The simulation results show that the NoS-FT controller
has better effectiveness than the PID controller. The contributions of this article are that two kinds
of tracking error computing methods of lane keeping control are proposed to deal with different
conditions, and a Non-FT lane keeping controller is designed to keep the EV-DFWI running in the
desired lane suffering external disturbances.

Keywords: lane keeping control (LKC); non-smooth finite-time control; previewed tracking; error
weight superposition; electric vehicle (EV)

1. Introduction

The electric vehicle (EV), especially the electric vehicle driven by four wheels indepen-
dently (EV-DFWI), has the potential capacity to reduce energy consumption, enhance traffic
safety, and preserve environmental pollution [1,2]. Therefore, the EV has been produced
all over the world. Researchers have also studied many technologies for the electric vehicle
driven by in-wheel motors including cooling system methods [3], energy regeneration ap-
proaches [4], handling stability improvement methods [5], traction control systems [6], etc.
Because the EV has higher electrification than the traditional fuel vehicle, new control tech-
nologies and equipment are easily applied [7]; therefore, the EV becomes more and more
intelligent. Lane keeping control (LKC) technology is one of the intelligent technologies
that has been used in EVs; however, the technology needs to be studied further to improve
the response, robustness, etc. The basic principle of LKC is to ensure that an EV accurately
follows the desired lane via different kinds of sensors and controllers. With the help of
various sensors, an EV can perceive and identify the driving environment around the
vehicle and the driving state of the vehicle itself in real time. Then, the LKC system makes
correct decisions and planning of vehicle motion control based on all sensors’ information
to guide the vehicle actuators to make unified and coordinated movement for trajectory
tracking. Now more and more researchers have paid attention to the field throughout the
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world. Some researchers constructed lane keeping control models such as model predictive
control [8], the fuzzy Takagi–Sugeno model [9], the linear parameter varying model [10],
etc. Many lane keeping control methods have been proposed. The researchers designed
a kind of fault-tolerant lane-keeping controllers for the automated vehicles [11]. A lane
keeping assistant system was proposed to track the desired path with minimized trajectory
overshoot, and an optimal controller was designed to minimize the cost function in [12].
The paper [13] proposed the concept of driver steering override for lane keeping assistant
systems. An approach for a robust multi-rate lane-keeping control with predictive virtual
lanes was proposed in [14]. In [15], a fuzzy-logic-based switching control law was con-
structed for the lane keeping assistance system. The paper [16] proposed a simple adaptive
lane keeping controller based on an improved vehicle dynamic expression. The paper [17]
used a multi-rate Kalman filter to deal with the asynchronous and irregular sampling time,
and constructed a lane keeping system based on a kinematic model. The paper [18] studied
active disturbance rejection control for the lane keeping system to achieve satisfactory
performance. The paper [19] presented a lane keeping system for an autonomous vehicle,
which used an image sensor to obtain the lane information.

The aforementioned literature mainly implemented the LKC by controlling the steer-
ing system, which could influence the vehicle running stability. With the development of
control theory, the sliding mode control methods were improved in theory and application
greatly for the robustness and fast response [20,21]. Levant et al. studied the k-order filter
and time delay in sliding mode [22]. Fridman et al. studied different structures of sliding
mode [23]. Zhang et al. investigated an alternative non-recursive finite-time trajectory
tracking control methodology for a class of nonlinear systems via higher-order sliding
modes [24]. These researchers developed sliding mode control methods in theory. Many
researchers also improved the sliding mode control methods for application in vehicles.
A state-saturated-like second-order sliding-mode algorithm was proposed by using the
saturation technique and the back stepping-like method in [25], and the sliding mode
control method was applied to in-wheel electric vehicles in [26]. In paper [27], a sliding
mode controller for friction compensation of a three-wheeled omni-directional mobile
robot was designed based on a reduced-order extended state observer. In [28], a new fast
non-singular terminal sliding mode surface without any constraint was proposed and
applied to trajectory tracking control for the wheeled mobile robots. Location information
and angular speed were used in the sliding mode controller to solve the lane keeping
problem in [29]. The paper reconstructed the unmeasured auxiliary states and disturbances
synchronously online by constructing a higher-order extended state observer; an output
feedback sliding mode control method was proposed based on this approach for motion
control in [30]. In [31], the authors designed a sliding mode controller for the lane keeping
control and applied it to four-wheel independently actuated autonomous vehicles. In [32],
the authors designed a sliding mode controller for autonomous vehicles that considered
input saturation. An adaptive sliding mode control based on a higher-order nonlinear
disturbance observer was proposed for underactuated mechanical systems in [33]. The pa-
per [34] designed a fault-tolerant control method based on sliding mode control and control
allocation algorithm.

However, the sliding mode control method may generate chatter that could influence
the service life of the actuator. On the other hand, besides the sliding mode control method,
some other finite-time control methods are also developed. The paper [35] proposed a
novel control strategy to unify the construction of Lyapunov functions for finite-time
stability theorem. A finite-time controller for four-wheel steering of an electric vehicle was
designed to improve the vehicle stability [36]. A finite-time controller was designed to
stabilize the electric vehicle if a tire blowouts [37]. The paper [38] investigated the finite-time
boundedness of a class of neutral type switched systems with time-varying delays.

A non-smooth control method has grabbed researchers’ attention in recent years.
The non-smooth control is a kind of nonlinear control method between smooth control
and non-continuous control method. The method has fast convergence and strong anti-
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disturbance features that are useful in practice. Many researchers have achieved some
results. In [39], two non-smooth control laws, high-gain finite-time guidance law, and com-
posite guidance law were designed to improve the disturbance rejection for the missile-
target interception problem. The first one assumes that the system uncertainty is bounded
by a constant. The second one includes a disturbance observer and finite-time state feed-
back. The disturbance observer was used to estimate the system uncertainty, and the
finite-time state feedback was used to stabilize the system. A non-smooth control method
combining the active front-wheel steering control method with the direct yaw moment
control method was proposed to ensure the stability of the electric vehicle driven by four
wheels independently in [40]. A non-smooth composite control approach that could stabi-
lize the system in finite time was proposed to improve the anti-disturbance performance of
permanent magnet synchronous motor in [41].

The development of non-smooth control theory and application provides the possi-
bility for the lane keeping control system. Therefore, we propose a novel lane keeping
controller based on the non-smooth finite-time (NoS-FT) control method for the EV-DFWI
under high vehicle velocity in this article. The main contributions of this article lie in the
following aspects.

• Two kinds of tracking error computing methods of the lane keeping, previewed
tracking and error weight superposition, are proposed to deal with different conditions
for EV-DFWI.

• An NoS-FT lane keeping controller was designed, which can stabilize the vehicle to
run in the desired lane when suffers external disturbance. The controller is proved by
the Lyapunov method.

The article is organized as follows. An LKC model of EV-DFWI and two kinds of
tracking error computing methods of lane keeping control are presented in Section 2. A lane
keeping controller is designed based on the NoS-FT method in Section 3. Section 4 details
the simulation of the designed NoS-FT controller compared with the PID controller, which
is followed by the conclusions in Section 5.

2. Modeling of the LKC for the EV-DFWI

In order to express the relationship between the LKC model and the following de-
signed controller, the EV-DFWI is simplified into a two-DOF model, which just includes
lateral motion and yaw motion with lateral force—shown in Figure 1. The model can be
expressed as follows:

β̇ = −
(C f + Cr)

mv
β− (

(l f C f − lrCr)

mv2 + 1)γ +
C f

mv
δ f +

Fw

mv

γ̇ = −
(l f C f − lrCr)

Iz
β−

(l2
f C f + l2

r Cr)

v
γ +

l f C f

Iz
δ f +

Mz

Iz
+

Fwlw
Iz

,

(1)

where β is the sideslip angle of vehicle, γ is the yaw rate, m is the mass of vehicle, v is the
longitudinal velocity of the centroid, Iz is the rotary inertia around the Z axis, C f and Cr are
the front tire cornering stiffness and rear tire cornering stiffness, l f and lr are the distances
from the centroid to the front axle and rear axle, respectively, δ f is the wheel angle of the
front wheel, Fw is the lateral force, lw is the distance from vehicle centroid to the lateral
wind force center, and Mz is the additional yaw moment generated by different torques of
four in-wheel motors.
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Figure 1. The bike model of the electric vehicle driven by four wheels independently (EV-DFWI).

If an EV-DFWI is controlled to run along the desired lane, the controller must output
yaw moment Mz according to the tracking error of the lane. Therefore, how to obtain
the tracking error of the lane is very important. Generally speaking, the tracking error
is obtained in two ways. When the cameras collect enough information about the lane
lines, the reference path polynomial is fitted according to the direction of the lane line and
the current location of the EV-DFWI. Then the displacement offset between the next time
previewed point and the reference target path point is regarded as the controller input.
The tracking error can be obtained accurately in this way; however, if the lane lines are
collected incompletely, an error weight superposition method is used to determine the total
error as the controller input. The structure of the LKC is shown in Figure 2. Next, the core
modules of the LKC are discussed in detail.

Lane keeping 

controller
Ideal 

tracking
Active actuator

EV-DFWI

Practice 

tracking

Error 

computing

Figure 2. The structure of the lane keeping control.

Tracking Error Computing of the LKC

As previously mentioned, the tracking error is obtained in two ways according to the
lane lines collection. The two tracking error computing methods are shown in Figure 3.

Camera Lane 
lines

Previewed 
tracking 
method

Error weight 
superposition 

method

Target plan 
track

Preview 
location

Lane 
curvature

Lateral 
displacement

Heading 
angle

Complete 
lane lines

Incomplete 
lane lines

Error

Error

Figure 3. The computing methods for tracking error of the lane keeping control.

(1) Previewed tracking method for tracking error computing
In order to acquire an ideal path, the lane line information and the current location of

the vehicle should be acquired completely. The ideal path is not always the center line of
the lane for a running EV. That is to say, the correction function of the LKC method will
keep the vehicle running in the lane according to its current location, not along the center
line of the lane. The ideal path is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The ideal path of a HEV-DFWI.

As shown in Figure 4, if the vehicle’s distances from the left and right lane lines are ∆x1
and ∆x2 respectively, the ideal path is the red dotted line. The ideal path can be obtained
as follows.

a. The locations of the sampled points on the left lane line are (x11, y1), (x12, y2),
(x13, y3), · · · . The initial offset distance ∆x1 is added to every sampled points to obtain the
locations of the first group points (x11 + ∆x1, y1), (x12 + ∆x1, y2) , (x13 + ∆x1, y3), · · · .

b. The locations of the sampled points on the right lane line are (x21, y1), (x22, y2),
(x23, y3), · · · . The initial offset distance ∆x2 is subtracted from every sampled points to obtain
the locations of the second group points (x21 − ∆x2, y1) , (x22 − ∆x2, y2) , (x23 − ∆x2, y3), · · · .

c. For the same Y-axle values, the locations of the third group points are obtained
as ( 1

2 ((x11 + ∆x1) + (x21 − ∆x2)), y1), ( 1
2 ((x12 + ∆x1) + (x22 − ∆x2)), y2), ( 1

2 ((x13 + ∆x1) +
(x23 − ∆x2)), y3), · · · .

d. A curve is matched according to the locations of the third group points, which is
the ideal path under the current condition.

An absolute coordinate, oxy, and vehicle coordinate, OXY, shown in Figure 5, were
built to construct the driver preview tracking model. As shown in Figure 5, the vehicle’s
location is (xt, yt) in the absolute coordinate at t instant. The target trajectory function is
ytra = f (x). The previewed time is t0 = d

v , where d is the previewed distance, v is the
vehicle velocity. Then after time t0, the vehicle’s abscissa is

xp(t + t0) = x(t) + t0v cos(β + η), (2)

where xp is the vehicle abscissa of the next instant, η is the yaw angle. According to the
target trajectory function, after time t0, the target trajectory ordinate with this abscissa is

ytra(xp) = f (xp(t + t0)) = f (x(t) + t0v cos(β + η)). (3)

According to the displacement computing function, after previewed time t0, the ordi-
nate is

yp(t + t0) = y(t) + t0ẏ(t) +
1
2

ÿ(t)t0
2. (4)

Then, the offset λ is the error between the previewed ordinate and the computed
ordinate according to the target trajectory.

λ = f (x(t) + t0v cos(β + η))− [y(t) + t0ẏ(t) +
1
2

ÿ(t)t0
2]. (5)
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Offset
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acceleration
Displace caused by 
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o

Figure 5. The vehicle locations in the absolute coordinate and vehicle coordinate (β is the sideslip
angle of vehicle, η is the yaw angle).

(2) Error weight superposition method for tracking error computing
The lane line information collected by the cameras may be not enough because of

muddy road, insufficient light, etc. Then the polynomial of the lane line can not be fitted to
obtain the target trajectory. In this case, an error weight superposition method is proposed
to obtain the total error as the controller input. The error weight superposition method
considers the influence to lane departure from the road curvature, lateral position relative
to the lane center, and vehicle yaw angle. The controller input is composed of every factor
with respective weights.

If a vehicle is controlled to run within a lane, the road curvature and the departure
from the center of the road should be provided. In this case, we can understand this
issue from the relative curvature. For example, a vehicle generates a yaw angle when it
runs along a straight road. The lane lines collected by cameras may still curve. Then the
actuator regards this case as the vehicle running on a curve road unless the heading angle is
corrected to obtain the straight lane lines by the cameras. Therefore, the offset between the
vehicle and road is composed of three parts, the road curvature, offset between vehicle’s
location and road center line, and vehicle yaw angle. The lane center line can be obtained
by the left and right lane lines. Then the curvature of the lane center line determines the
lane curvature, which can be calculated by

kcurve =
δ

h
, (6)

where h is the horizontal offset, δ is the vertical offset, as shown in Figure 6. If the vehicle’s
vertical center line deviates from the road center line as shown in the figure, and runs
into the curve lane along the tangent, the vehicle must be adjusted to return to the road
center line and runs along the curve line. Therefore, the direction angle which needs to be
adjusted can be described as

θ = p1
δ

h
+ p2λ, (7)

where p1 and p2 are the coefficients.
However, the vehicle may not run parallel to the lane lines, or run into the curved

lane along the tangent, i.e., the vehicle deviates the road center line with a yaw angle as
shown in Figure 7. In this case, the vehicle must be adjusted to return to the road center
line for running along the curve line. The yaw angle should also be adjusted. Therefore,
the total error e can be calculated as

e = p1
δ

h
+ p2λ + p3η, (8)
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where p3 is the coefficient. Then, we can calculate the necessary adjusted angle for keeping
the car running along the lane by Equation (8).

Offset

Curve road

Center line

Figure 6. The road curvature computing (h is the horizontal offset, δ is the vertical offset).

Offset

Curve road

Center line

Figure 7. The vehicle runs into a curve lane with a yaw angle (h is the horizontal offset, δ is the
vertical offset, η is the yaw angle).

3. Design of the Lane Keeping Controller Based on NoS-FT Control Method

The classic lane control method usually outputs an additional steering wheel angle by
the PID algorithm according to the relative relation between the vehicle location informa-
tion and lane center line. This control method is mature and reliable, but not robust. When
the system suffers a sudden change of external force, it will generate an obvious oscillation,
and the oscillation is difficult to decrease. Some scholars proposed some improved control
algorithms in the references. These algorithms have better robust, but need larger memory
space, and become complex which may lead to poor stability.

The purpose of this article is to design a NoS-FT controller to keep the EV-DFWI
running along the desired route. The designed controller generates a additional direct yaw
moment Mz for this purpose. In fact, The additional yaw moment is the torque difference
among the four driving wheels. This method is faster and more direct.

The objective of the controller is to ensure the total error e being zero. Therefore,
the necessary adjusted angle of the body is the state, and the additional yaw moment is
the controller input. The relation between the total error and additional yaw moment is
simplified to a first-order plant.

ẋe = udym = Mz. (9)
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Then, the designed NoS-FT lane keeping controller is

udym = −kusign(xe)|xe|αu , 0 < αu < 1, ku > 0. (10)

According to Equations (9) and (10), we obtain

ẋe = −kusign(xe)|xe|αu . (11)

The solution of Equation (11) is

xe(t) =

 sign(xe(0))(|xe(0)|1−αu − ku(1− αu)t)
1

1−αu , 0 < t ≤ |xe(0)|1−αu

(1−αu)ku

0, t > |xe(0)|1−αu

(1−αu)ku

. (12)

Next, we prove the system can be stabilized by the designed NoS-FT controller via the
direct Lyapunov method. The selected Lyapunov function is

V(xe) =
1
2

x2
e . (13)

The derivation of Equation (13) is

V̇(xe) = xe ẋe. (14)

Substituting Equation (11) into Equation (14), one obtains

V̇(xe) = −kuxesign(xe)|xe|αu = −ku|xe|1+αu < 0, (15)

which means that the designed NoS-FT controller can stabilize the vehicle’s driving devia-
tion to zero, i.e., the controller can keep the vehicle running in the desired lane.

4. Simulation and Analysis

In this section, the simulation of the control system (11) was conducted under a vehicle
velocity of 90 km/h. The designed NoS-FT controller was compared with the PID controller
in the simulation to verify its efficiency. We classify the vehicle running conditions into
four types: straight road, constant curvature road, varied curvature road, and S-bend road.
Next, we present the simulations of the four conditions separately. The vehicle parameters
used in the simulation are in Table 1.

Table 1. Vehicle parameters.

Parameters Value

Mass m/kg 1800
Rotary inertia Iz/kg ·m2 3000
Length between front axle and centroid l f /m 1.2
Length between rear axle and centroid lr/m 1.8
Lateral stiffness of front axle C f /N · rad−1 –1500
Lateral stiffness of rear axle Cr/N · rad−1 –1200

We first simulated the straight running condition. In the simulation, the car was
located on the right of the white line that separates the road into two lanes, as shown in
Figure 8. The simulation results are shown in Figure 9. From Figure 9, we can see that
the lateral displacement under the NoS-FT controller is smaller than the PID controller.
The displacement under the NoS-FT controller tends to zero after 75 m of longitudinal
displacement, but the displacement under the PID controller tends to zero after 150 m of
longitudinal displacement.
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Figure 8. The straight road used in the simulation (the X axle is the longitudinal displacement, the Y
axle is the lateral displacement).
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 NoS-FT control

Figure 9. The displacements of the car on a straight road controlled by different controllers.

The second simulation was carried out using the constant curvature road, which is
shown in Figure 10. In this simulation, the car was located in one lane, and the input
steering wheel angle was zero. The simulation results are shown in Figures 11 and 12.
The NoS-FT controller and PID controller both keep the car running along the constant
curvature as shown in Figure 11, and the NoS-FT controller has a smaller offset than the
PID controller as shown in Figure 12. The offset is limited within –0.1 to 0.15 m under the
NoS-FT controller, but within –0.5 to 0.28 m under the PID controller.

Figure 10. The car runs on a constant curvature road (the X axle is the longitudinal displacement,
the Y axle is the lateral displacement).
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Figure 11. The traveling track of the car runs on a constant curvature road under different controllers.
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Figure 12. The offset of the car runs on a constant curvature road under different controllers.

Another common condition is that the car runs on a varied curvature road. In the
simulation, the input steering wheel angle is zero. The road model is shown in Figure 13.
The car runs on the straight part, then runs into the varied curvature part. Figure 14 is
the car’s displacements under different controllers, which shows that the NoS-FT and PID
controllers are both effective for the varied curvature road. Figure 15 shows that the offset
is between –0.12 and 0.1 m under the NoS-FT controller, which is much smaller than the
PID controller that is between –0.35 and 0.4 m.

Figure 13. The car runs on a varied curvature road (the X axle is the longitudinal displacement, the Y
axle is the lateral displacement).
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Figure 14. The traveling track of the car runs on a varied curvature road under different controllers.
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Figure 15. The offset of the car runs on a varied curvature road under different controllers.

The last condition is the S-bend curvature road, which is shown in Figure 16. The car
runs in one lane, and the car’s steering wheel angle is zero. The car’s displacements under
different controllers are shown in Figure 17. From which we can see that the two controllers
can keep the car running along the desired lane. But the offset is within –0.12 to 0.15 m
under the NoS-FT controller, which is much smaller than –0.35 to 0.55 m under the PID
controller as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 16. The car runs on a S-bend curvature road (the X axle is the longitudinal displacement, the Y
axle is the lateral displacement).
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Figure 17. The traveling track of the car runs on a S-bend curvature road under different controllers.
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Figure 18. The total track error of the car runs on a S-bend curvature road under different controllers.

5. Conclusions

In this article, an LKC model of an EV-DFWI is built for to design a controller to
improve the output response and robustness of the LKC. Then, based on the model, both
a previewed tracking method and error weight superposition method are proposed to
compute the tracking errors for the following designed controller to enable the vehicle to
run along the desired lane. Based on the NoS-FT control method, the lane keeping controller
is designed to control four driving wheels to reduce the total tracking error. The designed
controller is proved by the direct Lyapunov method that it can stabilize the vehicle in
theory. Through the simulation of the designed NoS-FT controller and PID controller under
the common four conditions, this paper achieves the following conclusions:

• The designed NoS-FT controller can stabilize the lateral displacement of the EV-DFWI
to zero faster than the PID controller running along a straight road.

• The designed NoS-FT controller has a smaller offset and better effectiveness than the
PID controller under other different conditions.
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